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Dear Parents                       4th March 2022 

Headteacher’s Update 2021/22 – Letter 18 (of 18) 

As always, I trust this letter finds you well.  The half-term break was welcome and after such a busy time, a rest was 

appreciated.  There were some government announcements but as will be clear later, I would hesitate to say that it 

marks a return to normal.  The world never stops changing and challenging.      

Changes to the Highway Code 

You will be aware that there are changes to the Highway Code which act as a good reminder about the importance of 

safety when travelling to and from school.  The changes include: 

• When people are crossing or waiting to cross at a junction, other traffic should give way, 

• If people have started crossing and traffic wants to turn into the road, the people crossing have priority and the 

traffic should give way, 

• People driving, riding a motorcycle or cycling must give way to people on a zebra crossing and people walking 

and cycling on a parallel crossing (this is similar to a zebra crossing but includes a cycle route alongside the black 

and white stripes).   

This hierarchy places those road users most at risk in the event of a collision at the top of the hierarchy.  It does not 

remove the need for everyone to behave responsibly. 

The Green Cross Code is still the advice given for children to understand and follow when crossing a road.  This remains: 

Think, Stop, Look and listen, Wait, Look and listen again, Arrive alive 

I think you will agree that it does not do any harm to have these messages reinforced.  It’s important that the new rules 

do not lead to new risks.  In particular, it remains important that pedestrians do not step out if a vehicle is coming.   

It remains the case that we would welcome a pedestrian crossing outside of the school and we do lobby from time to 

time.   

Vacancies 

We are currently seeking to recruit two support staff roles.  This includes a new Business Support Officer for 

Safeguarding and Pupils as well as a Senior IT Technician.  We are also keen to increase our number of Teaching 

Assistants and Exam Invigilators.  Further information is available at: 

https://www.thomasmills.suffolk.sch.uk/vacancies 

“Living with COVID-19” 

You will recognize that the above quote is from the Government’s announcements over our half-term.  This was linked 

to the removal of the legal requirement for people to self-isolate from 24th February.  However, if you have any of the 

main symptoms of Covid or a positive test result, public health advice is to stay at home and avoid contact with other 

people.   

Operational guidance for schools has changed to reflect these developments.  I will only include some key points: 
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• If you test positive, you should let people who you have been in close contact with know about your positive 

test result.   

• Children and young people should take an LFD test from five days after their symptoms started followed by 

another one the next day.  If both these results are negative, they should return to their educational setting, as 

long as they feel well enough to do so and do not have a temperature.   

• “If a parent or carer insists on a pupil attending your school where they have a confirmed or suspected case of 

Covid-19, you can take the decision to refuse the pupil if, in your reasonable judgement, it is necessary to protect 

other pupils and staff from possible infection…” 

It is clear that anyone with Covid symptoms should be asked to stay at home and take a PCR test, and that anyone with 

a positive test should be required to stay at home for ten days or until they test negative for two consecutive days from 

day five, whichever is the sooner. 

A PCR test can be booked through: 

https://www.gov.uk/get-coronavirus-test 

Post Ofsted Actions 

As advised in my previous letter, we have submitted an Action Plan and expect to hear back by the 10th March.  Early 

next week we have the opportunity to make representations to the Regional Schools Commissioner.  I will keep you 

updated. 

In the meantime, a number of actions have already been completed especially around the safeguarding systems.  This 

includes the online My Concern system.  We have a new weekly safeguarding systems meeting and this week we 

discussed the trends around mental health and the need for more Mental Health First Aid as well as, for some students, 

the link to the SEND Register.  I expect that this will be explored by a new committee of the trustees who are meeting 

later today.  Although these actions are behind the scenes, I hope you appreciate the update.   

Summary 

Within school, there are a lot of events taking place which add to the life of the school.  Year 8 have enjoyed their 

Courses Day and Options Evening and it remains the case that our curriculum offer is one of the distinctive and 

exceptional features of the school.  I am pleased that students can follow their talents as well as study for a strong core 

programme too.   

However, as I stated at the beginning, the world never stops changing and challenging.  The War in Ukraine is very sad 

wherever you are in the world.  Some channels of support have been shared with staff.  We’ve also been pleased to 

support the appeals of parents and students and so thank you for your support.  It will be proposed to School Council 

that this year’s Charity Day on the 18th March can be used to support the appeals for people in Ukraine as well as the 

charity Mind.  Charity Day is usually a magnificent day in the School Calendar, and it would be good to see an extra 

special one these days. 

In spite of the changes and challenges, I broadly remain optimistic.  Our young people are great.  In my experience, 

peace and hope always win.  The journey is not always easy, but the destination is absolutely worth it.  Earlier this week 

a colleague shared with me a quote from Jimi Hendrix, “When the power of love overcomes the love of power the world 

will know peace.”  This supports John Lennon’s dream of “I hope someday you’ll join us, and the world will be as one.” 

With best wishes 

Yours sincerely 

 

P J Hurst 

Headteacher 
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